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Abstract

We theoretically study the importance of many body correlations on the collective

Debye Waller (DW) factor in the context of the Nonlinear Langevin Equation (NLE)

single particle activated dynamics theory of glass transition and its extension to include

collective elasticity (ECNLE theory). This microscopic force-based approach envisions

structural alpha relaxation as a coupled local-nonlocal process involving correlated

local cage and longer range collective barriers. The crucial question addressed here

is the importance of the deGennes narrowing contribution versus a literal Vineyard

approximation for the collective DW factor that enters the construction of the dynamic

free energy in NLE theory. While the Vineyard-deGennes approach-based NLE theory

and its ECNLE theory extension yields predictions that agree well with experimental

and simulation results, use of a literal Vineyard approximation for the collective DW

factor massively overpredicts the activated relaxation time. The current study suggests

many particle correlations are crucial for a reliable description of activated dynamics

theory of model hard sphere fluids.
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I. Introduction

Understanding glassy dynamics from a microscopic statistical mechanical perspective re-

mains a multifaceted challenge of soft condensed matter physics, material science and chem-

ical physics with enormous scientific and technological relevance.1–6 The microscopic ideal

Mode-Coupling Theory (MCT) idea of projecting real forces onto pair structural correlations

to construct dynamical constraints for local caging and collective dynamic density fluctua-

tions has been successful in understanding some aspects of glassy dynamics in model hard

sphere fluids with growing density .5,7–9 However, ideal MCT suffers from an unphysical

diverging relaxation time at modest packing fractions much below the experimental range

of kinetic vitrification.9,10 This suggests that while MCT can describe the initial stages of

slowing down of the structural relaxation time, and perhaps short/intermediate time dy-

namics, the lack of consideration of activated dynamics plays a crucial role for the long-time

structural or alpha relaxation process.

The Non-linear Langevin Equation (NLE) theory, first proposed nearly two decades

ago,11–13 adopts MCT motivated ideas for quantifying caging constraints using equilibrium

pair structural information, but goes beyond ideal MCT to critically include the effects of

thermal noise driven fluctuations and activated hopping at a single particle level. The more

recent extension of NLE theory to include longer range collective elasticity effects (Elastically

Collective NLE, ECNLE)14–16 is based on the idea of coupled local cage and nonlocal beyond

the cage scale relaxation. This theory has been successful in understanding the observable

5-6 orders of magnitude relaxation in metastable hard sphere fluids. However, since the clas-

sic formulations of MCT, NLE and ECNLE theories are based on projecting real forces onto

equilibrium pair correlation function, possible dynamic consequences beyond that of pair

structure are lost. As a result, Lennard-Jones (LJ) and Weeks-Chandler-Anderson (WCA)

potentials having very similar pair structure under certain thermodynamic conditions will

be predicted to have very similar dynamics based on the unmodified ECNLE or MCT the-

ories. Isochoric model simulation studies have shown2,17–20 this to not be the case, at least
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at modestly high liquid-like densities, with the LJ fluid showing much slower relaxation due

to attractive forces. Importantly, these effects get smaller and eventually nearly vanish at

high enough fluid densities and perhaps under isobaric conditions where density grows with

cooling.

The difference in the dynamics of WCA and LJ fluid has been addressed in the EC-

NLE theory framework based on retaining explicit information about the real Newtonian

pair forces that goes beyond use of the projection approximation. Both real Newtonian

forces and collective elastic effects have been shown to be crucial to explain the observed

dynamical differences at the pair correlation functional level between WCA and LJ dense

fluids.21 Recent machine learning (ML) studies have found that proper accounting for the

small differences in LJ and WCA pair structural information can distinguish the observable

difference in their dynamics.22 Subsequent work in refs.23–25 argued a “modified” NLE theory

that still retains the formal projection approximation can also differentiate the dynamical

changes between LJ and WCA without any collective elastic contribution. Otherwise put,

this ‘modified’ NLE theory can properly ‘weight’ structural information to predict substantial

differences in dynamics from information about pair structure of LJ and WCA fluids.

The goal of the current article is to establish the reasons why the proposed simpler form

of NLE theory in ref. 23–25 can apparently differentiate between LJ and WCA by comparing

it with the original formulation of NLE theory in ref.11–13 for one-component HS fluids. The

results show there is a massive difference of relaxation timescales between the two versions of

the theory which arises from the importance of the so-called deGennes narrowing contribution

in the collective Debye-Waller (DW) factor or the dynamic propagator of collective force

relaxation channel that is neglected in refs.23–25 but included in the original NLE theory of

refs.11–13 Hence the current article goes beyond just establishing the apparent distinction

between the dynamics of LJ and WCA fluids to crucially identify the importance of properly

modeling the collective dynamic propagator or DW factor in a single particle activated

dynamics theory.
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Section II briefly recalls elements of Näıve MCT (NMCT), NLE and ECNLE theories.

The crucial elements of the proposed modified version of NLE theory in ref.24 are also

recalled, although aspects of it related to the use of a literal Vineyard approximation were

already briefly discussed in the original NLE theory long ago by Saltzman and Schweizer11

and even earlier by Kirkpatrick and Wolynes.7 Key quantities and the origin of dynamical

differences of the alpha relaxation time predictions of the two versions of NLE theory are

presented in Sec. III. Finally, we conclude in Sec. IV with a discussion and conclusions.

II. Theoretical Background

We briefly recall only the most relevant aspects of NMCT and NLE theories11–13 along with

the ECNLE extension14–16 for model hard sphere (HS) fluids of packing fractionφ = π
6
ρσ3,

where ρ is the particle number density and σ is the particle diameter.

II. A. Ideal NMCT for HS fluids

The starting point is a Generalized Langevin Equation (GLE) for ensemble-averaged tagged

particle dynamics.11–13 The crucial quantity is the force-force time correlation function, which

is computed based on näıve (single particle) Mode Coupling Theory (NMCT) as,7,11–13

K(t) = 〈~f0(t). ~f0(0)〉 =
1

3β2

∫
d~k

(2π)3
ρk2C(k)2S(k)Γs(k, t)Γc(k, t) (1)

where β = (kBT )−1 is the inverse thermal energy, Γs(k, t) = 〈ei~k.(~r(t)−~r(0))〉 and Γc(k, t) =

S(k, t)/S(k) are the (normalized to unity at t = 0) single and collective dynamic structure

factors or propagators, respectively. For a literal (ideal) glass, the dynamic propagators do

not decay to zero as t → ∞ and a localized state is described by a Debye-Waller factor in

Eq. (1) that approximates single particle density fluctuations as Gaussian quantities with a

characteristic localization length rL. The “Vineyard” approximation7,12,26 replaces collective
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density fluctuations by its single particle analog, resulting in,

Γc(k, t→∞) ≈ Γs(k, t→∞) = exp
(
− k2r2

L

6

)
(2)

While this approximation is valid strictly in the high-wavevector (k → ∞) limit, collec-

tive density fluctuations strongly differ compared to the single particle analog, especially at

length-scales that define the local structural cage order. The origin is, S(k) > 1 for k ∼ k?

(where k? is the primary peak of static structure factor) and S(k) < 1 or even � 1 for

“small” k. Quasi-elastic scattering experiments provide relaxation times of the microscopic

structure with a characteristic length scale. DeGennes predicted27–30 the k-dependence of

the alpha relaxation time of collective or coherent dynamic structure factor, S(k, t), exhibits

a maximum around the first peak of the static structure factor, S(k). The configuration of

‘aggregated collection’31 of particles is relatively more stable due to ‘cage formation’ com-

pared to smaller or larger length scales. The characteristic dynamic slowdown near the range

of wavevectors where S(k) peaks (k = k?) is known as the deGennes narrowing effect and

has been observed in neutron and x-ray scattering experiments on a wide variety of liquids,

colloids, polymers, and proteins.32,33 This well known physics motivated12 incorporating the

deGennes narrowing effect in a modified Gaussian-type contribution for the collective Debye

Waller factor in NMCT, which is no longer Gaussian but, has many particle corrections

associated with S(k) or static collective density fluctuations. With this Vineyard-deGennes

approximation the collective propagator is,

Γc(k, t→∞) ≈ Γs

( k√
S(k)

, t→∞
)

= exp
(
− k2r2

L

6S(k)

)
(3)

The first approximate equality in a time-dependent context is called the “Skold approxima-

tion”12 and considers static many body effects from S(k) but assumes explicit dynamical

processes can be modeled per single particle self-motions. Hence, the deviations from the

Vineyard approximation for the collective propagator depends on length scale, the impor-
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tance of which are not a priori known with respect to questions of “glass physics”. While

aspects of this physically intuitive choice of many-body corrections were briefly analyzed in

ref.,12 the goal of the present article is to present a detailed analysis of it compared to a literal

Vineyard approach. Our results clearly establish that the Vineyard-deGennes approximation

is ‘much better’ for the collective propagator, consistent with the physical arguments that

lead to its initial use in NCMT and NLE theories.12

The NMCT self-consistent localization equation follows from the condition 1
2
〈~f0(t →

∞). ~f0(0)〉r2
L = 3kBT

2
, yielding ,7,12,13

1

r2
L

=
ρ

18π2

∫ ∞
0

dkk4C(k)2S(k) exp
(
− k2r2

L

6
(1 + S−1(k))

)
(4)

Localization emerges (finite rL) at φc = 0.432 for hard spheres using PY closure.12 Without

the deGennes narrowing contribution (i.e., literal Vineyard approximation), the exponential

factor inside the integrand of Eq. (4) becomes exp
(
− k2r2

L/3
)
, and using the PY closure,

we find, φc = 0.334, hence a localized state emerges at much lower packing fraction.

II.B. Activated Dynamic NLE Theory

NLE theory for activated single particle dynamics is formulated in terms of stochastic trajec-

tories controlled by ‘dynamic free energy’ that is constructed in terms of dynamic constraints

motivated by NMCT ideas. The angularly averaged instantaneous displacement of a tagged

single particle, r(t), follows the NLE equation,12,13

ζs
dr(t)

dt
= −∂Fdyn(r(t))

∂r(t)
+ δf(t) (5)

where the fluctuating thermal noise is related to the short time friction constant following

fluctuation dissipation theorem as, 〈δf(t).δf(0)〉 = 2kBTζsδ(t). Explicitly, the dynamic free
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energy is given as,12,23

βFVdG
dyn (r) = −3 ln (r)−

∫
d~k

(2π)3

ρC(k)2S(k)

1 + S−1(k)
e−

k2r2

6
(1+S−1(k)) (6)

βFV
dyn(r) = −3 ln (r)−

∫
d~k

(2π)3

ρC(k)2S(k)

2
e−

k2r2

3 (7)

where the superscript ‘VdG’ and ‘V’ in Eq. (6) signifies Vineyard with the deGennes nar-

rowing contribution or the literal Vineyard approximation in the dynamic free energy, re-

spectively. The first term in Eq(6) favors particle delocalization and hence the fluid state,

while the second term, βFex(r) is an excess free energy associated with caging and favors

particle localization. Note that Eq. (6b) is obtained by setting (1 +S−1(k)) = 2 in Eq. (6a),

which is true only in the limit of high wavevectors since lim
k→∞

S(k)→ 1. The integrand in the

excess free energy of Eq (4) defines a length scale (or wavevector) dependent mean square

force correlation or vertex that quantifies dynamic constraints on a length scale ∼ 2π/k.

Differences between the two vertex functions are analyzed later in the article.

Beyond φ > φc, the dynamic free energy has a minimum at r = rL and a barrier at rB

corresponding to a jump distance of ∆rj = rB − rL. A representative dynamic free energy

and the characteristic length-scales for both the versions of NLE theory are shown in Fig. 1a.

We note that the literal Vineyard based theory predicts a similar localization length as the

VdG theory for φ ∈ (0.50, 0.60) as shown in blue curves in Fig.1b. This can be understood

since the relevant wavevectors (k ∼ kr) for localization obey krrL ∼ 1 or krσ � 1. Since

the localization length is typically 1-2 orders of magnitude smaller than a particle diameter,

rL � σ, the Vineyard approximation is expected to be reasonable (dominated by high

wavevectors) at the level of ideal NMCT. This also means that the curvature of dynamic

free energy at the localization length, K0 ∼ r−2
L , is similar for both versions of the theory.

However, predictions are very different for barrier locations as shown in red in Fig. 1b,

since the relevant wavevector for barrier location, krrB ∼ 1 implies krσ � 1 which is not

satisfied as rBσ � 1 does not hold and represents an internal inconsistency. This results in
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Figure 1: (a) Dynamic free energy for a rather low fixed packing fraction of φ = 0.50 is shown
for the VdG (blue) and V (red) theories. The localization length and barrier location are
shown for the V theory in upside down and regular triangles, respectively. Local cage barriers
are also shown for both the theories in red (∼ 18kBT ) and blue (∼ 2kBT ) respectively. (b)
Characteristic length scales: localization length (blue) and barrier location (red). The results
of the VdG and V theories are represented as thick and thin curves respectively.

barrier locations often beyond a particle diameter (rB > σ beyond φ = 0.45) for Vineyard

approximation theory (not true for the original NLE theory with VdG as shown in Fig. 1b),

and hence a hopping event involving barrier escape involves a much larger amplitude ‘jump’.

Physically, the latter suggests, as we show below, the Vineyard based version of NLE theory

will predict relaxation times much longer than the analogous VdG theory.

The excess part of the dynamic free energy that favors localization in Eq. (6) is explicitly

shown in Fig. 2 for several packing fractions for both versions of the NLE theory. To

understand the lengthscale on which the excess free energy decays to zero, we follow ref.12

and define a length from |βFex(r = R)| = 1. The dimensionless lengthscale R is plotted as a

function of packing fraction in the inset of Fig.2. While the Vineyard-deGennes based NLE

theory results show the range of the excess dynamic free energy is of order of ∼ 1/4th−1/3rd
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Figure 2: Excess dynamic free energy in thermal energy units as a function of displacement
in units of the hard sphere diameter for three different packing fractions of 0.50 (blue), 0.55
(green) and 0.60 (red) for Vineyard (thin solid, zoomed in the top inset) and Vineyard plus
deGennes (thick solid lines) approximation for the collective dynamic propagator. (Bottom
inset) Lengthscale defined from |βFex(r = R)| = 1 is plotted as a function of packing fraction
for Vineyard (red) and Vineyard plus deGennes (blue) theories.

of a particle diameter, ignoring the deGennes correction leads to a massively longer range

of ∼ 1.5 − 2 particle diameters which does not seem physically intuitive. Another huge

difference is the quantitative values of excess dynamic free energy at r = 0. For φ = 0.50

and 0.60 one has βFex(r = 0) = −10 and −23, respectively, for the original NLE theory,

while for the same packing fractions Vineyard NLE theory predicts values of −32 and −93,

respectively.

III. Theory Predictions

III. A. Alpha Relaxation Time

The alpha relaxation time in NLE theory is computed as the mean first passage time from

the Kramers theory of activated barrier hopping and given as,12,13

τNLE
hop

τs
= σ−2

∫ rB

rL

eβFdyn(r1)dr1

∫ r1

rL

e−βFdyn(r2)dr2 ≈
2π√
K0KB

eβFB (8)

where K0 and KB are the harmonic spring constants of the dynamic free energy at r = rL

and r = rB respectively and the final approximate relation holds when the dynamic free
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energy barrier, βFB is beyond several thermal energy units. Results for the local barrier

as a function of packing fraction are shown in the Appendix. The numerical results for the

relaxation time employ the full integral in Eq.8 and time is expressed in units of the short

timescale related to Fickian diffusion of the system as τs = βζsσ
2.

VqndG

VqdG

0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60

1000

1013

1023

1033

�

�hop
NLE

�s
0.050.100.150.20

1
100
104
106

� - �NMCT

�hop
NLE

�s

Figure 3: Mean first passage time from Kramers theory are shown for the two versions of
the theory in red (no deGennes) and blue (deGennes). A zoomed in version for a smaller
range of relaxation time is shown in the inset as a function of distance from ideal NMCT
transition packing fraction, (φ− φNMCT ). The two versions of NLE theory do not collapse.

Figure 3 plots the NLE theory relaxation times as a function of packing fractions for both

versions of theory. While in the range φ ∈ (0.50− 0.60) the NLE theory with the deGennes

contribution predicts a modest ∼ 3.5 orders of slowdown, without the deGennes contribution

more than ∼ 20 orders of magnitude slowdown in relaxation dynamics is predicted. Hence,

while the two approaches are similar in spirit, their activated relaxation time predictions are

very different (cf. local barrier in Appendix). Ignoring the deGennes contribution massively

overpredicts dynamical slowing down. Empirically horizontally shifted (a commonly adopted

procedure when comparing MCT to experiment or simulation) NLE results are shown in the

inset as a function of distance from the ideal NMCT transition of 0.432 (blue, Vineyard-

deGennes) or 0.334 (red, Vineyard). Vineyard NLE theory also predicts much stronger

growth of the relaxation time in this representation. The two set of curves from the different

NLE theories do not collapse based on any naive horizontal shift.
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III. B. Collective Elastic Contribution

It has been recently argued that the alpha relaxation is a coupled local-nonlocal activated

process involving both a local cage barrier (as shown in Fig. 1.a) and a collective elastic bar-

rier (βFel) leading to the Elastically Collective NLE (ECNLE) theory.14–16 The central idea

relies on the fact that a local cage scale hopping requires tiny displacements of surrounding

particles leading to an effective cage expansion that introduces an additional barrier for the

activated event to occur.15 The elastic barrier is calculated as,

βFel = 12φK0∆r2
eff

(rcage
σ

)3

(9)

where, K0 = 3kBT/r
2
L is the harmonic spring constant or curvature of the dynamic free

energy at its local minimum; ∆reff = 3
32

∆r2j
rcage

is the effective amplitude (typically small, of

order rL or smaller) of the elastic displacement field at the cage surface. Hence, the alpha

relaxation process is a coupled local-nonlocal activated event involving both an elastic and

local barrier, which modifies Eq.7 as, τα = τNLE exp (βFel). From ref.15 and Eq (9), the elastic

barrier is predicted to grow strongly as the fourth power of jump distance (βFel ∼ K0∆r4
j ),

where ∆rj = rB−rL. Considering a modest packing fraction of ∼ 0.50, typical values of jump

distance for NLE theory with the deGennes contribution is sensibly small, ∼ 0.3σ, yielding

an elastic barrier of ∼ 0.20kBT . In contrast, the jump distance for the literal Vineyard

formulation is a factor of more than 4 larger ∼ 1.4σ. Since the harmonic spring constant

K0 = 3kBT/r
2
L predicted by the two formulations of the collective DW are close to each

other to zeroth order, this gives an elastic barrier that is ∼ 44 ∼ 250 times larger for ECNLE

theory without the deGennes narrowing contribution or, close to ∼ 50kBT , leading to an

enormous slowdown of an additional ∼ 20 orders of magnitude in alpha time. Results for

the packing fraction dependence of elastic barrier is presented in the Appendix.

The predictions of ECNLE theory with the deGennes contribution15,16 have been shown

to agree well with experimental and simulation data for polydisperse hard-sphere systems16
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and monodisperse hard spheres.34,35 The theory has been extended to study molecular and

polymeric liquids36 and other more complex colloidal systems (such as soft,37 non-spherical,

gel forming38,39 fluids or suspensions). A zeroth order accounting of dynamic heterogeneity

has also been carried out, from both a static disorder point of view40 or a stochastic tra-

jectory perspective.41 The role of attractive forces, a re-entrant glass transition,42 and the

effect of deformation (stress, strain) have also been addressed.42 Without the deGennes con-

tribution in the collective propagator, baseline predictions for model hard sphere systems are

much worse and seem unphysical in a practical sense, and hence adopting a pure Vineyard

approximation cannot be a reliable description of more complicated systems.

To note, calculations of the original elastic barrier are constructed using continuum me-

chanics analysis and Einstein model of a solid,15 that considers harmonic displacements for

small jump distances. While the same is no longer true for the pure Vineyard approximation,

surrounding particles still need to displace to accommodate the much larger hopping process

and continuum elastic picture still applies in a dense system. Hence, even though the larger

magnitude of jump distances pose a difficulty on the validity of Einstein solid approximation,

to a zeroth order it provides a good qualitative estimate of an elastic barrier.

III. C. Origin of Dynamical Differences

0 5 10 15 20
0
50
100
150
200
250
300

k�

V
(k
)

V(k) = ρk2C(k)2S(k)
2

V(k) = ρk2C(k)2S(k)
1 + S−1(k)

Figure 4: Vertex defined by the two different approaches are plotted for two packing fractions
of 0.50 (red) and 0.60 (blue). With deGennes narrowing contribution is shown in thick red
and blue lines while ndG theory is shown in thin red and blue plots.
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To understand the origin of the dynamical differences between the two versions of the

theory (at the NLE or ECNLE levels, since both make predictions for the required dynamical

properties from knowledge of the same dynamic free energy), we plot the integrand in Eq.6

without the exponential contribution in the caging term, i.e., we define the wavevector

dependent vertex,

V VdG(k) =
k2C(k)2S(k)

1 + S−1(k)
(10)

V V(k) =
k2C(k)2S(k)

2
(11)

The terms in Eq.8 are plotted as a function of dimensionless wave-vector for two packing

fractions of 0.50 (red) and 0.60 (blue). While V V dG(k) has a maximum that corresponds well

with the location of the cage-coherence peak of the static structure factor (i.e., primary peak

of S(k) at k = k?) as physically expected, the maximum in V V (k) occurs at a wave-vector k <

k?, indicating the primary contribution to the integrand of βF V
dyn(r) comes from larger than

the cage lengthscale. The latter behavior seems physically and mathematically inconsistent

with the use of the Vineyard high-k dominance approximation for the collective DW factor.

The denominator in Eq.(8a) is crucially responsible for suppressing large contributions at

small wave-vectors since for k � k? one has S(k) � 1, which is completely ignored in the

Vineyard approximation leading to massive overprediction of barriers and relaxation times.

It is also important to note that the literal Vineyard NLE theory approach still constructs

a dynamic free energy from solely the two-point structural correlations, but eventually mas-

sively overpredicts the dynamics of model HS systems, hence it is much more sensitive to

small changes in structure. Hence, the predictions of a difference in dynamics of LJ and WCA

fluids that differ structurally (two-point correlations) by small amounts originate from the

literal Vineyard approximation in ref.23–25 However, this finding emerges from a theory that

massively overpredicts activated relaxation times by many orders of magnitude beyond what

any simulations or experiments find16 and exhibit a different dependence on fluid packing
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fraction than the original NLE theory.

IV. Summary and Discussion

We have analyzed in depth two different implementations of a microscopic force based acti-

vated dynamic theory of model hard sphere glassy liquids. While both versions build on the

ideal MCT ideas to construct the dynamical constraints based static two-point correlation

function structural input, the collective dynamic propagator in the force-force time corre-

lation either ignores or includes contribution of static structure in the so-called Vineyard

or Vineyard-deGennes approximation, respectively. Our analysis shows use of the literal

Vineyard approximation leads to a massive overprediction of the alpha time of a HS liquid,

while the Vineyard-deGennes approximation-based theory predictions have been shown to

work very well per literature studies.16,34–40,42 Hence, any activated dynamics theory such as

analyzed here that employs the Vineyard approximation is almost guaranteed to overesti-

mate dynamics and (unphysically) amplify small structural differences such as exist for the

WCA and LJ fluids. We then conclude that claims23–25 that using a simpler Vineyard NLE

theory can explain the differences between WCA and LJ fluids observed in simulation based

on small differences in pair correlation function input is not reliable.

Appendix: Local and Elastic Barrier

The local cage and collective elastic barrier from both versions of the presented NLE and

ECNLE theories are plotted as a function of packing fraction in log-linear fashion in Fig. 5.

Perhaps surprisingly, although the absolute magnitudes of local and elastic barriers from the

two versions of presented theories differ, they both follow a roughly exponential growth with

packing fraction in the ‘high’-φ region as shown by the ‘parallel’ dashed black lines in Fig.

5. This behavior is no doubt a consequence of using the same structural pair correlation

function input to quantify the kinetic constraints or dynamic vertex in the dynamical free
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energy. No simple horizontal and/or vertical shift can overlay the different cage and elastic

barriers as predicted by the V or VdG approximations.
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Figure 5: Local cage (panel (a)) and collective elastic (panel (b)) barrier as a function of
packing fraction with (blue) and without (red) the deGennes correction. The black dashed
lines demonstrate βF ∼ exp (aφ) dependence of barriers on packing fraction (a is a constant)
in the ‘high’ packing fraction limit.
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